
 

 
 

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY 
Septic Task Force 

May 16, 2017, 4:00 p.m. 
Heritage Office Complex 

Personnel Training Room, 1st floor 
2660 Riva Road 

Annapolis, Maryland 
 

Attendance: Chris Phipps (A.A. Co. DPW Director); Jeff Holland (WestRiver/Rhode River Riverkeeper); Sally 
Hornor (Magothy/Severn River Association); Lloyd Lewis (Mayo Peninsula); George Heiner (AA Co. DPW 
Engineer); Chris Murphy (Administrator of Utility Engineering DPW); Kincey Potter (League of Conservation 
Voter); Kate Fritz (South River Federation Executive Director); Erik Michelsen (WPRP Administrator); Jerry 
Pesterfield; Ben Wechsler (Environmental/Land Use Attorney);  Karen McJunkin (Elm Street Development); Eliott 
Powell (Whitehall Development); J. Kelly Brown (Edgewater Beach); Mike Marsjanik (Hazen & Sawyer); Thor 
Young (GHD); Bruce Wright (A.A. Co. DPW Deputy Director Engineering); Ed Peters (A.A. Co. Health 
Department Engineer/Bay Restoration Grant Program); Brian Balchonas (HBR Engineering); Meghan Spencer (AA 
Co. Public Works); Lawrence Vandertack (CH2M);LaKisha Giles (AA Co. Public Works); Karen Henry (AA Co 
Anne Arundel County Department of Public Works Assistant Director); Kelly Roman (AECom) 

The meeting began at 4:05 p.m.  Minutes from the previous meeting were distributed to the attendees with 
instruction to email George Heiner with any suggested edits and corrections.   

Overview of PowerPoint presentation (George Heiner) 

EPA Phase III WIP Expectations These expectations are directed toward ensuring EPA and the public 
has confidence the seven jurisdictions, and their local, regional, and federal partners have in place, or are 
committed to put in place, the funding, financing, cost-share, technical assistance, voluntary, incentive, 
policy, programmatic, legislative, and regulatory infrastructures necessary to achieve their Phase III WIP 
planning targets, thereby having all practices in place by 2025 that will achieve the Bay’s dissolved 
oxygen, water clarity/submerged aquatic vegetation and chlorophyll-a standards. 

Ongoing discussions of the working groups were summarized. 

Policy Working Group Current petition process has severe limitations, and going through the current 
SCBD process has other challenges. Process should be initiated at the community level, with County 
support and encouragement. Priority should be given to OSDS Wastewater Management Problem Areas. 
Addressing septics in other areas is a lower priority. Consensus that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to 
septic sector. Some communities will need sewer. For others, NRU septic systems may be preferable. It 
would be helpful to develop a protocol for ranking at least OSDS Wastewater Management Problem 
Areas. If there is a new process – how much should residents pay? Should NRU installations be limited in 
some areas if eventual connection is possible? 

Land Use Group discussed generally whether extension of public sewer to these areas would be 
consistent with land use and WSMP policies. Group discussed that extension of sewer to a Septic PMA is 



typically not considered justification in itself to change land use plans or zoning. Are there select cases 
where this policy needs to shift? Does that influence which areas are prioritized for public connection? 
Group is interested in knowing the remaining infill development capacity in the 11 PMAs, and OPZ is 
working on some estimates. How might this change policies/priorities for extension of sewer (or cluster 
system) to these areas? Group would also like to consider the number of failing OSDS in these areas. 
Does that influence which areas are prioritized for public connection? 

Policy Approaches Different policy approaches available for implementation that have cost implications.  

Equity & Efficiency Should the program emphasize sharing the burden amongst all groups? 
Should the program focus on the most cost efficient approaches? 

Using Standards or Incentives Develop codes or regulations for compliance monitoring. 
Emphasize market-based or voluntary approaches. 

Pollution Reductions and costs for each pollution source category are directly related to the 
allocations of maximum allowable load for each source. The State’s allocation of the maximum 
allowable load for each source is based on equity (fairness) rather than on efficiency (cost). 

Allocations are based on the “polluter pays” principle; everyone contributing to the problem must 
contribute to the solution. MDE did not consider it fair to make the least cost sources do all of the 
restoration work. 

An alternative allocation approach, which was not used, would be to set allocations on 
the basis of lease cost, that is, on the basis of efficiency rather than equity. 

Some degree of cost-effectiveness incorporated by assigning sources closer to the Bay 
more responsibility for reductions than sources far from the Bay. Within a given 
geographic area, the allocations among sources were based on equitable sharing of 
pollution reduction responsibility. 

 Do the same considerations apply on the local or community level? 

 Local or community level resources likely to bear the majority of the financial costs. 

Standards & Incentives 

 Types of Regulatory Approaches 

The first, a technology or design standard, mandates specific control technologies or 
production processes that polluters must use to meet an emissions standard. 

The second, a performance-based standard, also requires that polluters meet an 
emissions standard, but allows the polluters to choose any available method to meet that 
standard. May not specify a particular technology. 

Regulations can be uniform or can vary, often tailored so similar regulated entities are 
treated equally. 

 Incentives 



Incentive or market-based policies include marketable permit systems, emission 
taxes/fees/charges, subsidies, and tax-subsidy combinations. 

Market-based approaches or incentives provide monetary or other continuous 
inducements to encourage pollutant reduction. 

Market-based approaches may be inappropriate for dealing with environmental issues 
that pose equity concerns. 

Hybrid approaches – those that combine aspects of command-and-control and market-
based incentive policies 

Types of Environmental Fees – pollution fee (e.g. effluent permit fees), user fee (e.g. 
water use fees/sewer charges/oil disposal charges), product charge (e.g. carbon 
tax/fertilizer tax), & other fee (e.g. stormwater runoff fee). 

Funding Types of funding that may be available are the State Bay Restoration Fund, the State Revolving 
Fund, Nonpoint Source Grants, USDA, and HUD Community Development Block Grants. Funds may be 
used to reduce overall costs; however there could be restrictions or limitations on funding. 

Affordability & Benefits 

 Key questions to consider: 

Are the added benefits of more rapid or stringent mandates warranted when compared to 
less stringent, less expensive alternatives? 

Are projects with lower public health or environmental benefits driving out projects that 
might be of greater value to the community? 

Are the households that will realize most of the benefits different than those who will 
bear most of the costs? 

Are those bearing the greater burden economically disadvantaged and thus worthy of 
environmental justice consideration? 

Construction Costs 

On-Lot costs include sewer lines in need of cleanout and septic tank abandonment. Offsite costs 
include public sewer lateral connections and public sewer main lines. Other costs include paving 
and stormwater/drainage improvements. 

On-site System Management Models EPA has produced several documents related to management and 
operation of OSDS and cluster systems. The documents outline a range of program structures that could 
be used by a local government. 

OSDS Management Models 

• Management Model 1: Homeowner Awareness 
o Objective: To ensure that conventional onsite systems are sited and constructed 

properly, periodically inspected; and, if necessary, that they are repaired by the 
owner. 



o The Regulatory Authority maintains a record of the location of all systems and 
periodically provides the owner/user with notices regarding operation and 
preventative maintenance recommendations. 

• Management Model 2: Maintenance Contracts 
o Objective: To allow use of more complex mechanical treatment options or small 

clusters through the requirement that maintenance contracts be maintained 
between the owner and maintenance provider. 

• Management Model 3: Operating Permits 
o Objective: To issue renewable/revocable operating permits to system owner that 

stipulate specific and measurable performance criteria for the treatment system 
and periodic submittals of compliance monitoring reports. Allows the use of 
clustered or onsite systems on sites with a greater range of site characteristics. 

• Management Model 4: RME Operation and Maintenance 
o Objective: To ensure that onsite/decentralized systems consistently meet their 

stipulated performance criteria through RME that are responsible for operation 
and performance of systems within their service areas. 

• Management Model 5: RME Ownership 
o Objective: To provide professional management of the planning, siting, design, 

construction, operation, and maintenance of onsite/decentralized systems through 
RME that own and manage individual and clustered systems within their service 
areas. 

Prioritization:  

• Some discussion in working groups regarding how work might be prioritized. 
• Where to start? Why? When? 
• Influenced by the overall nature of the program 
• Key points from studies to date: 

o Most of the on-site wastewater management problem areas are capable of being reached 
through extension of public service 

o In some locations, NRU systems may be more cost effective if other limitations not 
present (i.e. site constraints, setbacks) 

o While some existing infrastructure upgrades are needed, they do not dictate a specific 
sequence 

HDPA Prioritization Study: 

• Overview 
o 2016 study performed to develop a preliminary ranking of onsite wastewater 

management problem areas 
o Attempt to determine where might be the best areas to start 

HDPA Prioritization Onsite Sewage Disposal Systems 

• Approximately 40,000 systems county-wide 
• Bay TMDL requires 45% load reduction from OSDS 
• 20,000 possible connections identified 
• Approximately 5,000 OSDS located within onsite wastewater management problem areas 



Project Steps 

• Initial Review 
o Stakeholder Meetings 
o Funding Potential 
o NRU Upgrade 

• Preliminary Matrix 
o Scoring & weighting system 
o Ranking of 2 areas 
o Review workshop 

• Preliminary Ranking 
o Ranking of 9-10 areas 
o Review workshop 

• Final Ranking 

Stakeholder Input 

• Area Ranking 
o Nitrogen Cost Effectiveness: Engineering Operations, Tech Support 
o Funding Considerations: Fiscal Services, Health Department 
o Project Scheduling: Engineering 
o Public Health Considerations: Health Department, Engineering 
o Watershed Considerations: Watershed Protection & Restoration Program 
o Public Impact: Engineering 

Study Limitations 

• Some areas need significant supporting infrastructure (Bodkin Point Area) 
• Focused on nitrogen removal, watershed & public health factors weighted less 
• Engineering study only, 

o Did not contact any communities or other public outreach; areas that had petitioned in 
earlier years were presumed to have a higher level of interest. 

o No examination of affordability 
o No examination of impact on property values; not factored into the ranking system 

Final Questions 

• Working Group County Contacts 
o Land Use – Lynn Miller, OPZ 
o Fiscal – LaKisha Giles, DPW 
o Policy – Karen Henry, DPW 

• Next meeting June 20, 2017 
o Meeting #5 – Public Policy 
o Meeting #6 – Closeout meeting 

• Topics to be amended as needed 

 Group agreed to hold meeting on the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 4 p.m.  Next meeting will be 
Tuesday, June 20, 2017 at 4 p.m. in the Personnel Training Room, Building #2660 Riva Road, 1st Floor. 



Handouts – 

1. Agenda 
2. Minutes 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:32 p.m. 


